EdgeMax™ Bedknives

The EdgeMax bedknife is just what you’ve been looking for to better utilize your fairway and greens mowers. Fairway EdgeMax bedknives are made with a hardened tool steel insert that stays sharper longer for a crisper cut and less wear on your equipment. You not only save maintenance time with less frequent sharpening, you gain long-term savings. EdgeMax bedknives last up to three times longer than standard bedknives without sacrificing quality of cut or turf health.

• Hardened tool steel provides up to 3 times longer edge retention than a standard fairway bedknife and up to 2 times longer edge retention for greens
• 50% less time adjusting, backlapping and grinding
• Superior performance, allowing a cleaner cut for healthier turf
• Available for Toro Greensmaster® and Reelmaster® mowers

For more information, contact your local Toro distributor at 800-803-8676.

OUR PROMISE:

• **Quality** – Genuine Toro® service parts are the same parts used on the original equipment, ensuring maximum performance.
• **Reliability** – Most local distributors deliver parts within 24 hours. Toro backs this promise with 48-hour delivery support.
• **Competitive Pricing** – Toro’s MSRP is competitive to will-fit providers.
• **Worth It** – With genuine Toro parts, you get the right part with the correct specifications. There’s no need to wonder if the part will work.
FOR SUPERIOR QUALITY OF CUT, TURN TO THE EXPERTS

When you need superior quality of cut, turn to the bedknives trusted by the industry’s top professionals: genuine Toro bedknives. Every bedknife Toro manufactures is designed to meet strict Toro engineering specifications based on particular applications to ensure the best quality of cut and after-cut appearance for the job.

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT QUALITY

Toro bedknives are carefully manufactured with the same rigid specifications and superior materials as our original equipment, assuring you of continued reliable performance with every replacement bedknife. Each bedknife is designed by Toro engineers to fit a specific application and meet strict Toro standards.

TORO’S MANUFACTURING PROCESS ASSURES:
• Consistent hole alignment on every bedknife
• Certified and trackable steel coils
• Computer-controlled machining and finishing
• Superior reputation of engineering experts

Reliability

With every bedknife, Toro puts forth the time and effort to make sure you always have the straightest edge possible and a consistent machine fit so no extra time is needed to make a will-fit knife work. Plus, edge retention is higher on Toro bedknives than will-fit knives, providing a more consistent cut in today’s grasses. Now you’ll be able to spend less time changing knives and more time receiving accolades on how great the grass looks.

Worth It

Some will-fit competitors claim to provide a better value, and some others even claim to offer a better bedknife. Our evaluations show Toro bedknives come out on top. In an attempt to offer a cheaper-priced substitute, will-fit manufacturers sacrifice quality in their manufacturing process and don’t understand how Toro parts are made. These parts often fail to meet Toro standards because they are imitations of older Toro parts that have been phased out.

TORO BEDKNIVES PROVIDE:
• True flatness of the knife, extending its life and maximizing the quality of cut
• True positions on mounting holes
• Fewer adjustments
• Superior performance in form, fit and function
• Exact specification match, which ensures superior quality of cut
• Knife straightness right out of the box